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Abstract. <e-QTI> is a highly modular and extensible engine that simplifies the 
assessment cycle in terms of generation, execution, presentation, grading and 
archiving. <e-QTI> is based on the IMS QTI specification but it is able to 
export and import assessments represented in a wide range of formats, and also 
to maintain a pool of questions that can be reused in a wide variety of authoring 
situations. The engine is especially suited to be integrated in web-based 
learning platforms using well-defined interfaces, both Java-oriented and 
service-oriented. In this paper we describe <e-QTI>, its internal architecture 
and its most relevant implementation details.   

1. Introduction 

Traditionally, teachers have made use of exams to evaluate learners during the 
educational process as a requirement for the fulfilment of a course or simply as a 
measurement of the assimilation of concepts presented in a lecture/class/course. This 
assessment style has also been adopted in the e-learning context of modern LMSs 
(Learning Management Systems) [ 3, 13], which usually include in their toolsets an 
assessment tool that not only enables the teacher to create the exams but also 
facilitates the grading task since many types of questions can be evaluated 
automatically. For this purpose, the LMSs must face several technological challenges. 
On the one hand, the significant variability in the formulation of the exams must be 
addressed. Typical exams can include many different types of questions (e.g. essays, 
true/false, multiple choice, matching/ordering lists, hot-spots, fill in the gaps, etc), and 
these questions can involve many different content formats (e.g. text, images, 
audiovisual content, etc). On the other hand, many different evaluation strategies (e.g. 
automatic correction, different grading algorithms, instructor intervention, etc) must 
also be contemplated. Moreover, from the learner’s perspective, exams must 
accommodate many different solution styles. Finally, exams must be represented in 
standard formats that ensure their independence from any given LMS, thus promoting 
their durability and portability, and also the reusability of individual questions in the 
formulation of new exams. The correct management of individual questions can 
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facilitate the production of exams on-the-fly by an intelligent LMS in order to 
evaluate the skills of a particular learner in the context of custom learning paths.   

In this paper we describe <e-QTI>, an assessment engine that addresses most of 
the aforementioned challenges. The architecture of <e-QTI> is driven by the IMS QTI 
(Question and Test Interoperability) specification [ 19], and the engine provides native 
QTI support. Nevertheless, this engine is very flexible and can be extended with 
pluggable import/export facilities, therefore being able to accept and produce exams 
in many other different formats. <e-QTI> has been developed in the context of our 
<e-Aula> experimental LMS [ 1, 15, 34]. However, it is an independent, robust and 
open tool that can be used standalone or integrated in different learning architectures 
or applications. 

The structure of the paper is as follows: Section  2 describes some of the aspects of 
IMS QTI needed to understand the rest of the paper. Section  3 describes the basic 
functionalities of the <e-QTI> engine. Section  4 details the internal architecture of 
this engine. Section  5 presents some related work. Finally, section  6 gives some 
conclusions and outlines lines of future work.  

2. IMS QTI 

IMS QTI is an IMS specification for enabling the exchange of data related to 
questions, tests and results of the assessment process between heterogeneous IMS-
compliant systems and tools [ 19]. This interchange is usually performed using a 
binding of the IMS QTI abstract models with XML (eXtensible Markup Language) 
[ 9]. In this section we summarize the concepts of QTI that are relevant for the present 
work. 

In QTI jargon, questions are called items, while tests/exams are called assessments. 
QTI also introduces an intermediate structuring construction called section, which is 
used to group individual items or other simpler sections together. In addition, IMS 
QTI defines the concept of object bank. Objects banks are used to package a set of 
individual items or sections to be exchanged between LMSs or question repositories 
to create question pools, so that teachers can reuse these pools when creating new 
exams.  

QTI also enables the declarative description of many relevant dynamic features of 
the assessment process.  For each structural element it is possible to attach a set of 
rules used to process learner responses. These rules can, for instance, trigger the 
presentation of some feedback. Their formulation can be based on a set of control 
switches, which are also included in the description of the corresponding structural 
element or their neighbors. In addition, with sections and assessments it is also 
possible to attach a set of selection and ordering rules enabling instructors to decide 
the sequence in which sections and/or items are presented to the learner and also how 
he/she can interact with them. Finally, IMS QTI also enables the description of how 
the aggregate scores at the assessment and section levels can be derived. This 
derivation is described using scoring rules, which establish how to synthesize the 
score of an assessment/section from the scores of their child sections and/or items. It 
is important to note that scoring rules do not specify the internal details of particular 
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scoring algorithms. Instead, the type of algorithm is specified and the necessary 
parameters are supplied. The implementation and execution of the corresponding 
algorithm is relayed to the assessment engine. Although QTI defines the most 
common types of scoring algorithms and their semantics, the specification does not 
force the use of any of these, and therefore other domain-specific algorithms can also 
be readily supported by a particular engine. 

Finally, IMS QTI is related to other IMS specifications. In particular the IMS 
Content Packaging (IMS CP) [ 17] and IMS Metadata / IEEE LOM [ 16] specifications 
are closely related to <e-QTI> development. IMS CP, which defines how to aggregate 
the educational contents into packages in order to let different heterogeneous systems 
interchange these contents, is used in <e-QTI> as a mechanism for packaging items, 
sections, assessments and object banks with their related files. In its turn, IEEE LOM 
metadata is used in <e-QTI> to classify items and sections from an educational point 
of view.  

3. The <e-QTI> engine 

<e-QTI> is a highly modular and extensible QTI assessment engine. The engine 
allows instructors to author QTI assessments, as well as deliver them and make them 
accessible to learners. Instructors can also import and export assessments from/to 
other representation formats, and store and retrieve items in/from a question pool. In 
this section we describe the main functionalities of the engine, while the architectural 
and implementation details are relegated to the next section. 

 (b)(a) 

 
 

Fig  1. (a)  <e-QTI> authoring of a new QTI Test; (b) Edition of an True/False item of a Test 

3.1. Authoring  

<e-QTI> allows instructors to produce and maintain QTI assessments by using a 
special-purpose editor, therefore relieving them of the complexities behind QTI XML 
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binding. Instead of coping with XML files (perhaps using a general-purpose XML 
editing tool, like [ 23]), instructors can use the more user-friendly and domain-specific 
authoring artifacts provided by <e-QTI> (Fig  1a). This way, acceptability and 
productivity are greatly increased, as we have realized during our preliminary 
experiences with <e-QTI> in the Complutense University of Madrid.  

The authoring process in <e-QTI> is driven by the QTI information model. Using 
<e-QTI>, the author can create, edit and delete assessments and their different inner 
elements. The edition of each informational element comprises the edition of all its 
relevant properties. Each item may be associated with suitable presentation materials, 
definitions of objectives and processing rules, and selection and ordering rules. 
Finally the authoring system also permits the recovery of items from the question pool 
maintained by the engine (see subsection  3.4). 

The authoring of items is the main part of the authoring system (Fig  1b). An item 
comprises several aspects that can be edited. This amount of information can 
overwhelm the instructor, so the <e-QTI> authoring tool deals with this problem by 
offering a more comfortable, more friendly and well known user interface based upon 
of the type of question. <e-QTI> now supports the authoring of the following question 
types: True/False, multiple choice, fill in the gaps, matching lists, and essays.  

Finally <e-QTI> offers the possibility of adding more detailed information to 
items, sections and assessment by allowing the instructor to add metadata 
information, objectives and rubrics.  

 

 
Fig  2. Presentation of an item made by <e-QTI> 

3.2. Delivery 

<e-QTI> also controls the presentation of the assessments to the learner, as well as the 
interaction between the learner and these assessments (Fig  2). The engine supports 
the interaction with learners while they are taking the test, displaying relevant 
information such as time remaining in a time-fixed test or allowing him/her to 
partially complete the assessment and finalize it later. It also allows learners to review 
the evaluation and displays feedback materials added by the instructor once the test or 
survey has been graded. 
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The behavior of the <e-QTI> engine during delivery is heavily driven by the 
processing rules attached to the assessment’s structural elements (the assessment 
itself, its sections and its items), and also by the selection and ordering rules attached 
to this assessment and their sections. Therefore, the engine lets instructors customize 
this behavior to better fit the special needs of each particular learning scenario.  

3.3. Grading 

<e-QTI> engine gives support to the evaluation of assessments completed by learners. 
The engine is highly flexible and extensible, in order to accommodate different 
evaluation styles. These styles range from the automatic correction of simple items to 
the explicit involvement of the instructors when human assistance is required (Fig  
3a). For example, <e-QTI> delegates evaluation of essays to the corresponding tutor, 
so global evaluation needs to wait for the response of the tutor. Finally, the engine 
also presents the final report to the learners (Fig  3b). 
 (b)(a) 

 
Fig  3. (a) Interaction with instructor during grading, (b) final report presented to the learner 

As with delivery, grading in <e-QTI> is highly configurable by instructors. The 
engine makes use of the grading rules included in sections and assessments in order to 
produce the final scores. As described in section  4, the grading algorithm can be 
chosen from the available algorithms and bound to an assessment or section. The 
predefined algorithm templates offered by IMS QTI are the ones most commonly 
used by the e-learning community, but the test creator usually needs to provide a set 
of values to instantiate the template. <e-QTI> offers the possibility of instantiating 
preconfigured templates so that the creator does not need to know the meaning of all 
parameters, which is particularly useful when applying organizational grading 
conventions. Also, it is possible for the instructor to tweak the grading algorithm 
parameters as needed.  
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3.4. The Question Pool 

<e-QTI> maintains a question pool containing items that can be used while authoring 
new assessments. The system allows the navigation of this pool in order to retrieve 
items during the authoring process. <e-QTI> also offers the possibility of adding new 
items to the question pool. To facilitate later search and navigation, the question pool 
is organized by using a classification system. Currently, <e-QTI> uses a simple 
classification, fixed by the system administrator. Nevertheless, he/she can easily edit 
and change this hierarchy when necessary. This classification information is added to 
the item or section using the IEEE LOM classification category.  

3.5. Importation/Exportation  

<e-QTI> allows instructors to import and export exams from/to the IMS QTI format. 
This feature is especially valuable in turning <e-QTI> into a tool capable of working 
with third party applications, like authoring tools such as Canvas Learning [ 10] or 
Respondus [ 31]. This feature allows authors to use other alternative authoring tools in 
the creation of assessments that can be played in <e-QTI>.  

 

:TYPE:MC:N:C 
:TITLE:This is another 
question example 
:QUESTION:T 
This is the question content 
itself 
:ANSWER1:100:T 
This is the first response 
:ANSWER2:0:T 
This is the second response 
:ANSWER3:0:T 
This is the third response 

(a) (b) 

 

Fig  4. (a) WebCT multiple choice quiz format (b) <e-QTI> preview 

The system itself is extensible by nature in order to accommodate other formats 
that can be reinterpreted and mapped using the extensibility features provided by 
<e-QTI>. For example, <e-QTI> now supports the WebCT [ 30, 38] quiz format (Fig  
4). We have also included facilities to import and export assessments bundled 
according to the IMS CP specification. 
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4. Architecture of <e-QTI>  

The current <e-QTI> tool is an evolution of a previous prototype embedded in our 
<e-Aula> research LMS. As we have realized during the maintenance of this former 
tool, since the QTI specification is open to changes, the system should be as flexible 
and scalable as possible. 

The design of <e-QTI> was created while keeping in mind that it should be 
possible to integrate this tool as a whole into an LMS, so the LMS calls <e-QTI> 
when the assessment service is needed. This means that an internally complex 
monolithic engine should be avoided, instead promoting modularity in order to assure 
maintainability and facilitate the integration task. 

The next subsections details the architecture of <e-QTI>. Subsection  4.1 gives an 
overview of this architecture. Subsection  4.2 summarizes how this architecture is 
implemented in <e-QTI> using well-known development standards. 

4.1. Overview of the architecture 

Fig  5 depicts the architecture implemented in the <e-QTI> tool, which we have been 
testing as a standalone application in several courses at the Complutense University of 
Madrid (Spain) as a support learning tool for the weekly evaluation of learners.  
 

 

Authoring System 
Authoring 
GUI 

   Authoring 
Services 
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Delivering 
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Fig  5. <e-QTI> Architecture overview 

The <e-QTI> architecture covers all the requirements described in section  3 with a 
distinct system dedicated to each one of those functionalities. All of these systems are 
internally divided in a set of services to simplify the development of the entire engine. 
This division into services permits the modification, tweaking or entire re-writing of 
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each system without affecting the rest of the application. The systems integrated in 
the architecture are: 
− The assessment manager, which comprises all services needed to handle the 

<e-QTI> model of an assessment. The services included in the module are: (i) a 
CRUD (Creating, Retrieving, Updating, and Deleting) service, which supports the 
<e-QTI> model, (ii) a publication service, whose job is to process the authored 
assessment, take a snapshot of the current state of the assessment created and add 
any additional information needed before publishing, and (iii) a template service,  
which is in charge of the management and instantiation of the different types of 
templates used by <e-QTI>.  

− The delivery system, which is intended to collect from the learners who interact 
with the tests and surveys proposed by teachers all the information required by 
other parts of the engine. This system is divided into two main components: (i) the 
delivery GUI, which renders the elements of the assessment by using  the XSLT 
transformation language [ 12] to process the XML representation of the IMS QTI 
test, and (ii) the delivery services, which comprise all the functionalities needed to 
play the assessments, including the rearrangement of items and sections (using 
selection and ordering rules) and the extraction of information from the delivery 
GUI to be used later by the grading service. It is important to remark that the 
delivery services are independent of the delivery GUI. Therefore it is possible to 
change the GUI while maintaining the same set of services. Thus, a system that 
integrates <e-QTI> can use its delivery services but it can provide its own user 
interface. 

− The authoring system, which is intended to create and edit assessments, sections 
and items used inside <e-QTI>, including elements that are part of the question 
pool. This system comprises the following elements: (i) an authoring GUI, which 
also includes a set of wizards that can be used in a fast and straightforward manner 
by the instructors, and (ii) a set of authoring services, which represent all the 
available commands that are necessary to author an IMS QTI test.  As with the 
delivery system, authoring services are GUI independent. Therefore, third-party 
systems integrating <e-QTI> can provide their own authoring GUIs as long as 
these user interfaces are properly connected to the existing authoring services. 

− The grading system, which processes the learners’ responses gathered by the 
delivery system. It makes use of three mayor components: (i) a reporter, which is 
responsible for the final generation of the learner result report including all the 
automatic and manual evaluations of questions, (ii) a set of interactors, which are 
responsible for the interaction with instructors during grading operations, and (iii) 
the grading algorithms that can be used by the corresponding QTI’s scoring rules. 

− The importation / exportation system, which deals with the importation/exportation 
of assessments from/to other representation formats. To cope with the complexity 
and the potential variability of these tasks, we have adopted for this system an 
agenda-based organization similar to that proposed in [ 35] to architect the 
<e-Aula> importation system, which in turn is inspired by the solution described in 
[ 2] for the simulation of discrete systems. 

− The question pool, which is offered as a central repository of questions to be 
shared between instructors that use <e-QTI>. This repository is organized 
internally as sections and items classified according to the classification hierarchy 
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mentioned in subsection  3.4. Thus, each classification entry corresponds to a 
section, so the classification is mapped onto a section hierarchy. This particular 
organization facilitates the exportation and importation of the content question pool 
using the IMS QTI format. 

4.2. Implementation Details  

<e-QTI> was developed using Java technologies in order to maximize the 
maintainability, extensibility and robustness of the resulting implementation. In 
particular, a multi-tier organization has been adopted, where the following tiers can be 
distinguished:  
− Client tier. We adopt a thin-client approach where we only need a web browser 

with XHTML, CSS and JavaScript support. This also facilitates the replacement of 
this tier in order to accommodate the GUI skin to particular authoring and learning 
scenarios.   

− Web tier. <e-QTI> uses a new Java technology called Java Server Faces [ 7] which 
facilitates the organization of this tier by using the classical Model-View-
Controller (MVC) design pattern [ 25], as well as the development of reusable web 
components. 

− Business tier. It was created by using the POJO (Plain Old Java Object) approach 
[ 32] instead of adopting EJBs (Enterprise Java Beans) [ 8]. This allows <e-QTI> to 
be integrated in a web-based application by using a Java Servlet container, like 
Apache Tomcat, and also its business tier to be integrated inside a Java Desktop 
application. To facilitate the management of services and dependencies, <e-QTI> 
uses the Spring Framework [ 22], which greatly simplifies the creation of Enterprise 
Applications by using the POJO approach. 

− Persistence tier. <e-QTI> uses the Hibernate framework [ 6] inside the persistence 
tier to simplify the development of persistence onto a relational database. This 
choice decouples this tier from the particular database infrastructure. For instance, 
it is possible to use an in-process Java database to embed this tier inside a Java 
Desktop application in a transparent way.  
<e-QTI> also exhibits a service-oriented programmatic interface [ 11]. The 

different services introduced in the conceptual architecture are exhibited as web 
services, and they can be effortlessly integrated in third-party e-learning systems 
using SOAP (Simple Object Access Protocol) regardless of their underlying 
implementation technologies.   

5. Related Work 

As has already been mentioned, it is common to find an assessment mechanism in the 
toolset of a LMS (e.g. WebCT/BlackBoard [ 30, 38], Moodle [ 26] and others). The 
assessment system in these tools is completely embedded. Therefore it can only be 
used inside these tools. However, it is sometimes possible to import and export 
resources in some tools, although they often use a proprietary format. Nonetheless, 
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there are renowned tools that actually support standardized formats, such as Moodle’s 
multi-format support, which includes IMS QTI. 

Regarding the architecture of the system, some LMS implementations are truly 
modular. In particular, SAKAI [ 33] includes the Samigo module as an assessment 
tool that can be extracted and used as a standalone application. This module supports 
IMS QTI specification in both versions (1.2 and 2.0). There are other projects such as 
Technologies for Online Interoperable Assessment (TOIA) [ 36] established in 2003 to 
provide an advanced online assessment management system free of charge to all UK 
Further and Higher Education institutions. 

Web services have been successfully used to address the integration of QTI and 
other IMS-compliant functionalities. Among such initiatives, it is interesting to point 
out the ASSIS Project [ 5] of Hull University, which has succeeded in integrating an 
IMS QTI v2 player, a reduced version of the viewer developed by the APIS Project 
[ 4], with an IMS Simple Sequencing [ 20] engine. In the resulting integration, the 
engine is used to sequence the items presented to learners. A similar experience was 
adopted in the last version of the IMS Learning Design (IMS LD) [ 18,  24] engine 
Coopercore [ 14,  37], which integrates the APIS Viewer using services, so now an 
IMS LD Unit of Learning can launch an assessment service. 

6. Conclusions and future work 

In this paper we have described our effort at building <e-QTI>, an assessment engine, 
and the architecture that supports it and allows it to be easily integrated in different 
environments.  

From the point of view of the users, <e-QTI> improves the usability of our 
previous prototypes due to its focus on simplicity demanded by most users by hiding 
the IMS QTI specifications details and making intensive use of templates to improve 
the productivity.  

From the architectural point of view, <e-QTI> is based on a highly extensible and 
modular architecture. This architecture makes the extension and/or the replacement of 
the different GUI parts possible without affecting the rest of the components. Also 
new delivery and authoring services can be added and existing ones can be replaced 
with equivalent counterparts in a transparent way. This is also true for grading 
algorithms in the grading system, and also for importation and exportation tasks in the 
agenda-based importation/exportation system.    

From the implementation perspective, the Java-based implementation of <e-QTI> 
allows us to create a robust architecture which, in spite of being implemented with 
plain Java objects, becomes powerful and scalable due to the use of powerful 
frameworks in their different tiers, like Spring and Hibernate. In addition, <e-QTI> 
adheres to a service-oriented approach, and therefore the engine is powered with a 
web service-based programmatic interface, which facilitates its integration with many 
other heterogeneous e-learning systems.  

Currently <e-QTI> has been successfully integrated into the <e-Aula> LMS. As 
future work we are planning to integrate <e-QTI> into other environments. In 
particular, we are interested in the integration of the assessment engine into SAKAI 
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and in exploring potential interactions with Coopercore. Our research line on the 
evaluation and implementation of potential standards will also explore other 
specifications such as the IMS Tools Interoperability Guidelines [ 21], Open 
Knowledge Initiative Open Interface Service Definitions (OKI OSID) related to the 
assessment management [ 27,  28] and also specifications more related to question-
bank querying like Remote Question Protocol (RQP) [ 29].  
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